ANALYTIC WEBS SUPPORT THE SYNTHESIS OF ECOLOGICAL DATA SETS
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Abstract. A wide variety of data sets produced by individual investigators are now synthesized to address ecological questions that span a range of spatial and temporal scales. It is important to facilitate such syntheses so that “consumers” of data sets can be confident that both input data sets and synthetic products are reliable. Necessary documentation to ensure the reliability and validation of data sets includes both familiar descriptive metadata and formal documentation of the scientific processes used (i.e., process metadata) to produce usable data sets from collections of raw data. Such documentation is complex and difficult to construct, so it is important to help “producers” create reliable data sets and to facilitate their creation of required metadata. We describe a formal representation, an “analytic web,” that aids both producers and consumers of data sets by providing complete and precise definitions of scientific processes used to process raw and derived data sets. The formalisms used to define analytic webs are adaptations of those used in software engineering, and they provide a novel and effective support system for both the synthesis and the validation of ecological data sets. We illustrate the utility of an analytic web as an aid to producing synthetic data sets through a worked example: the synthesis of long-term measurements of whole-ecosystem carbon exchange. Analytic webs are also useful validation aids for consumers because they support the concurrent construction of a complete, Internet-accessible audit trail of the analytic processes used in the synthesis of the data sets. Finally we describe our early efforts to evaluate these ideas through the use of a prototype software tool, SciWalker. We indicate how this tool has been used to create analytic webs tailored to specific data-set synthesis and validation activities, and suggest extensions to it that will support additional forms of validation. The process metadata created by SciWalker is readily adapted for inclusion in Ecological Metadata Language (EML) files.
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INTRODUCTION

Examining complex questions, integrating information from a variety of disciplines, and testing hypotheses at multiple spatial and temporal scales account for an increasing proportion of ecological and environmental research (e.g., Michener et al. 2001, Andelman et al. 2004). Such syntheses can help to identify and address the “big” ecological questions (Lubchenco et al. 1991, Belovsky et al. 2004) and contribute to the setting of local, regional, national, and global environmental policies (e.g., Schemske et al. 1994, IPCC 2001, Kareiva 2002). Synthesis is the raison d’être of the National Center for Ecological Analysis and Synthesis (NCEAS). Barely a month passes without the appearance of one or more publications by NCEAS working groups. At its heart, synthesis involves intellectual creativity: asking crosscutting questions and confronting existing paradigms from new standpoints. But rigorous syntheses cannot proceed without reliable data sets, those that are carefully documented with all of the relevant details about their content and how they were created (i.e., the provenance of the data sets; see Table 1 for a succinct glossary of italicized terms). An important start in this direction is being made with the many efforts underway to develop data documentation (metadata) tools (e.g., Michelner 2000, Jones et al. 2001, Helly et al. 2002). These are improving ecologists’ abilities to document precisely the structure and provenance of ecological data.
sets, from the relatively small ones in field notebooks to the terabytes generated by automated sensor networks. This is a pressing issue. Funding agencies increasingly mandate that data sets obtained with public funds be made available with few restrictions via the Internet. In general, it is up to individual investigators to meet federal laws and directives of funding agencies. The Ecological Society of America makes allowances for researchers to archive data sets in Ecological Archives (available online) but has no codified requirements for permanent data-set accessibility or archiving—only that the editors and publisher expect authors to make data underlying published articles available. In contrast, the Long-Term Ecological Research (LTER) network insists that the majority of data sets collected at LTER sites be archived permanently and be publicly available within two years of collection (see the LTER web site).

It is a potential boon to science that collaborations among geographically distributed researchers can be facilitated by easy access to scientific data sets, and this boon creates unprecedented opportunities for participation in the active conduct of science by large groups of individuals and communities. In the Physics community, exemplars are the Globus and GriPhyN projects (available online). There is a large and growing community of research groups developing tools that support such scientific workflow (see the Scientific Workflows Survey, available online). Similarly rapid progress in ecological research could be achieved if ecologists could rely upon synthetic, often complex, data sets created from existing data sets, as well as real-time or near real-time massive data streams from automated sources. Examples of the latter include climate data, satellite imagery, measurements of energy, nutrient or gas fluxes, gene sequences, and data expected from the nascent National Ecological Observatory Network (NEON; information available online).

The metadata currently associated with ecological data sets, however, are inadequate to assure that consumers of data sets can use them reliably. Documentation of the structure and content of data sets is an important start, but an equally important challenge is to assure that the analytical processing of the data sets is also well documented. Such process metadata protects

### Table 1. A glossary of key terms (italicized in text).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Analytic web</td>
<td>Formal notation, illustrated by three coordinated graphs (data-set derivation, data-flow, and process derivation), that provides a basis for completely and precisely defining process metadata needed to produce reliable data sets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binding</td>
<td>Association of a specific instance to the placeholder designated by a type.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data-set Derivation Graph (DDG)</td>
<td>Visual representation of way in which specific data-set entities (or data-set instances) have been derived through the action of specific tools or processes upon specific input data sets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data-flow Graph (DFG)</td>
<td>Visual representation of ways in which instances of data-set types can be derived by actions upon instances of input data-set types.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Object Identifier (DOI)</td>
<td>Permanent Uniform Resource Locator (URL).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecological Metadata Language (EML)</td>
<td>Application of Extensible Markup Language (XML) used to construct metadata for ecological data sets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extensible Markup Language (XML)</td>
<td>Computer science notation used to create structured descriptions of broad classes of entities, particularly widely applied to description of structured data and creation of metadata.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instance</td>
<td>Unique, individual entity. Contrast with Type.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metadata</td>
<td>Data about data sets. We distinguish two kinds of metadata:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Descriptive metadata</td>
<td>Data about structure, content, producer, and location of a data set.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process metadata</td>
<td>Data about process by which the data was derived.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parsing</td>
<td>Determination of grammatical or syntactic structure of a statement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Derivation Graph (PDG)</td>
<td>Visual representation of ways in which instances of data-set types can be derived from actions upon instances of input data-set types. Allows for more detailed description of process than can usually be described with a DFG.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provenance</td>
<td>Relevance details about content and creation of an entity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>Assurance about safety of using an entity in specific ways.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientific workflow</td>
<td>Prescription for how scientific data sets can be developed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Searching</td>
<td>Examination of one or more data sets to determine if one or more instances with a particular property are present in the data sets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantics</td>
<td>Determination of the meaning of a statement, or some part(s) of a statement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Set of entities (often called type instances) all sharing a common set of characteristics or properties. Contrast with Instance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniform Resource Locator (URL)</td>
<td>Symbolic name used to access information (e.g., data sets, instances, or specific executable tool instances) via the Internet.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
subsequent consumers of documented data sets from misinterpreting the data, allows them to replicate analytical processes with the same or alternative data sets, and permits them to apply new analytical processes to the data consciously and safely.

In summary, expedited access to data sets creates opportunities for broadened scientific collaboration but simultaneously raises concerns regarding the reliability of these data sets and their associated results. The work we describe here illustrates that precise and complete documentation, both of data sets and of the processes used to produce them, can address these concerns. Moreover, appropriate formalisms and automated tools can ensure that the construction of descriptive and process metadata need not be an undue burden to individual producers of data sets.

The overall goals of this paper are:
1) To demonstrate that reliable ecological data sets and analytical results require not only the more familiar descriptive metadata, but also detailed process metadata.
2) To encourage the inclusion of process metadata into evolving standards for ecological metadata.
3) To demonstrate that appropriate formalisms and supporting tools can facilitate the synthesis of data sets and associated process metadata.
4) To illustrate the use of these formalisms and tools with an example.

WHAT ARE RELIABLE DATA SETS?

Data sets used in scientific publications can be far removed from the raw data collected by their producers in the laboratory or in the field. In general, these data sets are produced when individual researchers apply a familiar sequence of scientific processes, including: sampling and making observations, data checking and cleaning (quality assurance/quality control, or QA/QC), variable transformations, statistical model construction, and statistical inference and evaluation. If these data sets are not accompanied by any documentation of the manner in which the data were gathered or subsequently processed by the producer of the data set, subsequent consumers of the data sets cannot necessarily rely on them for further analysis or synthesis. For example, data may have been collected by equipment that the producer knew to be faulty or in need of calibration, or incorrect values may have been entered into a data set when transcribing from field forms. When the producer processed these data into an analyzable data set, s/he may have removed or interpolated inaccurate values. It is important for consumers to know exactly how this was done. Similarly, construction of some data sets entails substantial processing, while others may entail little or none. In either case, consumers need to know precisely what processing has been done so that they can avoid redundant or incorrect subsequent analyses. Accurate specification in the metadata of both the source of the data and its processing yields a reliable data set that its consumers can use safely. Further, metadata should be adequate to allow for the reconstruction or reproduction of synthetic data sets from the original raw data. Unreliable data sets, on the other hand, lack such specification. They cannot be reconstructed or reproduced from the original raw data, and thus they may be misused, leading to unreliable results.

We can imagine a wide range of possible details that could be incorporated into process metadata, and so we offer no hard and fast requirements for them. Rather, we simply observe that the more metadata that is provided, the more it is likely to be useful in determining the accuracy and validity of subsequently derived data sets. Here, we focus on how the reliability of data sets can be increased by applying tools and technologies based upon formal notations to create and apply process metadata.

ECOLOGICAL METADATA LANGUAGE (EML), SCIENTIFIC WORKFLOW, AND PROCESS METADATA

Methods of data collection and descriptions of the variables in a data set currently are common elements of descriptive metadata: “the higher level information or instructions that describe the content, context, quality, structure, and accessibility of a specific data set” (Michener et al. 1997:331). In recent years there have been significant advances in the development of standards and tools for creating and using ecological metadata (Andelman et al. 2004). For ecologists, perhaps the most important of these has been the creation of a standard for structured metadata, Ecological Metadata Language (EML; information available online).10 As a modular and flexible application of Extensible Markup Language (XML; information available online),11 EML has been designed and developed by the ecological community to support data discovery, access, integration, and synthesis.

The metadata encoded by EML provides a formal description of what is inside a data set. For example, all metadata files contain the name of the person who collected the data (whom we call the “producer” in this paper), where they were collected, the types of organisms or systems sampled, a description of the structure of the data set (normally a table), the meaning of abbreviated variable names, the units of measurement, searchable key words, etc. Access to data sets is facilitated through specific information on their location on the Internet (e.g., its uniform resource locator [URL] or digital object identifier [DOI]) and the physical characteristics (e.g., file name, coding, record delimiters, and field delimiters) of data files. EML files are interpretable, searchable, and parsable by computers, which facilitate the retrieval of the metadata and the associated data sets.

EML is intended to broaden the scope of ecological research and synthesis by increasing the reliability of

---

10 (http://knb.ecoinformatics.org/software/eml)
11 (http://www.w3.org/XML/)
data sets that are accessible by their subsequent users (whom we refer to as “consumers”). Because EML currently lacks formal specifications for describing analytical processes, we suggest that augmenting EML with process metadata will significantly enhance the reliability of documented ecological data sets. In particular, suitably complete and precise process metadata can provide the basis for perhaps the most central type of validation in science, the reproducibility of a data set. Thus, we propose that the current structure of EML (i.e., the available XML tags) be expanded to allow for a formal and interpretable specification of the computational methods or statistical models used to derive published data sets from raw data.

Currently, EML provides two modules for the documentation of methods used to create data sets. The “Protocol” module is used to describe an established field, laboratory, or analytical procedure, essentially a standardized method such as “infrared gas analysis was used to measure concentrations of CO2.” The “Methods” module is used to describe the field, laboratory, and analytical procedures that were actually used in the creation of a particular data set: “a Li-Cor 6262 IRGA (Li-Cor Biosciences, Lincoln, Nebraska, USA) running LI-1000 software version 1.2 was used to measure concentrations of CO2 between 9:00 and 12:00 hours on 12 August 2004.” The Protocol module is prescriptive, whereas the Methods module is descriptive and may refer to one or more relevant Protocol modules, if they are available. Although the sequence of steps in a process can be captured with the “method-Step” element, the contents of both the Protocol and the Methods modules are otherwise unstructured narratives.

They are neither searchable nor parsable in the same way as the descriptive metadata. Further, there is no requirement that the descriptions within either the Protocol or Methods module unambiguously define an analytical process that could be repeated so as to validate a data set by reproducing it. This is an important inadequacy that our work directly addresses.

We note that the reproduction of data sets is especially complicated when the phenomenon of interest is manifest only through data sets that have been combined and processed through complex sequences of computer-based tools and processes. If not precisely and completely stated, such complexity can create ambiguity (e.g., Thornton et al. 2005), leading to statistical or logical errors (e.g., Garcia-Berthou and Alcaraz 2004).

The processes used by producers to generate published data and results, including the tools and subprocesses employed by those processes, must be available and well documented to ensure accurate reproduction of data sets. Modifications to any of these tools or processes may be inadvertent, as when a software package is updated or the underlying operating system is modified. Lacking awareness of these modifications, attempts to reproduce data sets may proceed under the incorrect assumption that the original process is being used. If changes have been made, then the original scientific process has not been repeated, and can lead either to different results or to the false conclusion that confirmation of prior results has occurred (e.g., Dominici et al. 2004).

To ensure that data sets attain the desired degree of reliability that comes from being reproducible, we propose that every data set generated by an ecological research project should have attached to it not only descriptive metadata, but also structured process metadata that formally describes the processes by which the producer generated the data set, including the sequence of tools, techniques, and intermediate data sets used. Such process metadata is a critical complement to existing descriptive metadata provided by the EML standard, and with suitable XML extensions, could be incorporated directly into EML files.

We are acutely aware of the considerable burden that the need to create both descriptive and process metadata places upon a data set’s producer. We note in particular that our community gives far greater rewards for publications and grants than for the generation of archival data sets and associated metadata. Thus, we propose that tools and technologies be used by data-set producers to create concurrently both data sets and the desired process metadata that future consumers will need. This seems especially important as our work has indicated that producers often have considerable difficulty in defining completely and precisely the processes used to turn raw data into usable data sets.

There is growing interest in using formal notations, such as data-flow graphs, to document the processes used to generate scientific data sets (e.g., Ailamaki et al. 1998, Altintas et al. 2004a, b, Ludäscher et al. 2006). Data-flow graph definitions can be used to define many processes used by ecologists and other scientists, but we argue that they may be incapable of capturing important subtleties and complexities in these processes. Thus, we have developed the concept of an analytic web, a more powerful formal notation that provides a basis for completely and precisely defining the process metadata needed to produce more reliable data sets. The process metadata of an analytic web not only increases the reliability of a data set by enabling its production and reproduction, but also serves as a rigorous basis for the development of automated tools that can support additional analysis and synthesis. Before we discuss in detail the components of an analytic web and the ways that it supports both producers and consumers, we first present an example of an ecological data set whose reliability can be increased by an analytic web.

An Analytic Web for Ecosystem Carbon Flux

Measuring ecosystem C flux

The increasing atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide (CO2) and its relationship to global temperature are well known (IPCC 2001). General circulation models (Cramer et al. 2004, Meehl et al. 2004) and direct
measurements of ecosystem–atmosphere exchange using eddy covariance methods (Baldocchi et al. 1988, Hollinger et al. 1994, Barford et al. 2001) provide data that are used to estimate sources or sinks for C; predict how changes to ecosystems will alter atmospheric CO₂ levels; and forecast how climate change will affect C storage. The data sets are processed with statistical and mathematical models that provide continuous estimates of CO₂ exchange rates.

The accuracy of carbon flux estimates from eddy covariance data varies with micrometeorological conditions. During daylight, forest canopies rarely present a serious barrier to accurate measurements because solar radiation heats the air near the surface and creates adequate vertical convection. At night, convection is much weaker and the ground may become as cold as (or colder than) the air above it, creating a layer of stable or sinking air above the surface. Due to these problems, accurate eddy covariance data may be unavailable for from 40% to 75% of nighttime hours (Barford et al. 2001, Saleska et al. 2003, Hollinger et al. 2004). Data are also lost during equipment calibrations, maintenance, or malfunctions.

To estimate carbon flux over long periods, data gaps must be filled by interpolation. In publications with major policy implications (e.g., Wofsy et al. 1993, Goulden et al. 1996, Barford et al. 2001, Saleska et al. 2003), these processed data are often reduced to a single graph. Although averaged and processed data are available online, interpolated data are rarely identified and thus cannot be distinguished from measured values in online data sets (see e.g., the National Institute for Global Environmental Change [NIGEC] North East Regional Center Data Archive/Exchange, available online). Further, the procedures for interpolation and gap filling usually are not readily available. Uncertainty about the processes used to fill in the data contributes to uncertainty about the reliability of the data and all estimates, predictions, and forecasts derived from them.

Valid syntheses of carbon exchange data require unambiguous knowledge of the processes used for data acquisition and manipulation, but processes for filling data gaps vary widely. Differences in data processing can impede reliable forecasts; for example, eddy covariance measurements in the Amazon basin in the 1990s were used to conclude that Amazon forests were storing 1–5 Mg C ha⁻¹ yr⁻¹ (Grace et al. 1995, 1996, Malhi et al. 1998, Carswell et al. 2002), Saleska et al. (2003), using different criteria for discarding and interpolating data, found an annual net carbon loss of 0–2 Mg C ha⁻¹ yr⁻¹ from two Amazonian forests. The earlier estimates of substantial C storage likely were caused by inclusion of data from nighttime periods when low turbulence was reducing the measured carbon efflux.

Collecting, excluding, and interpolating eddy covariance data

We use carbon flux measurements and their subsequent processing to illustrate how to create formal process metadata. Vertical and horizontal wind vectors and CO₂ mixing ratio at 5 Hz are measured with a sonic anemometer mounted 5 m above the forest canopy (see Plate 1), beside an intake port from which air is pumped to a closed-path infrared gas analyzer (Hadley and Schedlbauer 2002). A laptop computer collects these data and computes 10-minute running means of each of these “tower variables.” Every 30 minutes, the computer calculates and stores a mean value for each variable, and the covariances of all other variables, with deviations from the running mean of the vertical wind velocity. A datalogger at the same site measures other environmental variables affecting carbon flux, including photosynthetically active radiation (PAR), air and soil temperature, atmospheric humidity, and soil moisture. These environmental variables are measured every 30 seconds, and 30-minute averages are stored.

PLATE 1. Eddy covariance tower in a hemlock stand at the Harvard Forest. Photo credit: J. Hadley.

Before carbon flux is estimated, we first discard measured CO₂ fluxes if the wind direction is unsuitable for flux measurements, because local topography creates
unpredictable turbulence patterns, or the forest of interest is absent in that direction. Next, the 30-minute means and covariances of the tower variables are checked to identify atmospheric conditions in which measured C flux is not limited by turbulence or weak vertical convection. These atmospheric conditions usually hold during daylight hours, but not at night. Here, we describe the process by which valid nighttime carbon flux data are identified and used to estimate C flux during nighttime periods of inadequate vertical mixing or turbulence.

We examine the relationship between friction velocity, \( u^* \) (a measure of turbulence), and \( \mathrm{CO}_2 \) flux to identify a \( u^* \) value (\( u^*_{\text{thr}} \), the threshold value) above which estimated \( \mathrm{CO}_2 \) flux does not increase significantly. Observed values of \( \mathrm{CO}_2 \) flux are discarded if \( u^* < u^*_{\text{thr}} \). When the \( u^*_{\text{thr}} \) and wind direction criteria are both applied, >75% of the nighttime observations may be rejected.

Next, we fill the resulting gaps in the \( \mathrm{CO}_2 \) flux data by estimating the values that would have been observed if \( u^* \geq u^*_{\text{thr}} \), using regression models derived from reliable observations (\( \mathrm{CO}_2 \) flux | \( u^* \geq u^*_{\text{thr}} \)) and measured environmental variables. For nighttime observations, the predictor variables, identified using stepwise multiple regression, are soil temperature, air temperature, and, occasionally, soil moisture. These relationships change over time, so a new regression model is created for each 1–3 months of data.

This prose description of the process by which raw eddy flux data are collected (at 5 Hz), postprocessed in real time (30-minute running average), checked for accuracy by the investigator (excluding inadequate data), and estimated values interpolated (using regression models on independent data) could be reported within the Protocol or Methods section of an EML metadata file, but it would be difficult to exactly reproduce these steps from the prose description. For example, there is locally modified custom software used for the 30-minute averaging of the 5Hz data. The data are checked for accuracy by eye, and by using heuristic searches in Excel spreadsheets. Critical values of \( u^*_{\text{thr}} \) vary among investigators and change as more data accrue. Best-fit regression models differ depending on time of year or location, and values and precision of regression coefficients differ among software packages, and versions of individual packages. An analytic web can be constructed that contains the formal, structured metadata for these processes.

**AN ANALYTIC WEB DEFINED**

An analytic web is a formal definition of a scientific process. Here we propose that an analytic web be represented by three coordinated types of graphs: a data-flow graph, a data-set derivation graph, and a process derivation graph (Fig. 1), all of which were originally developed for use in defining and controlling software development projects (e.g., Ghezzi et al. 2003). The three different graphs are intended to support data-set producers and consumers in different ways. Here we provide only a sketch of the features of each type of graph, emphasizing its role and value.

The most familiar of the three types of graphs is the data-flow graph (DFG; Fig. 1A), which is similar in form and semantics to similar graphs in systems such as Kepler (Ludäscher et al. 2006). A DFG deals with *types*, rather than specific *instances*, of data sets, tools, and processes. It defines the sequence of tools and processes that a producer applies to raw data and intermediate data sets when creating a final data set. In a DFG, different icons are used to differentiate tools or processes (ovals in Fig. 1A) from data sets (boxes in Fig. 1A). Arrows (or edges) in Fig. 1A connecting these icons (or nodes) represent the flow of data sets into and out of these tools or processes. For example a DFG might specify that a process type of “interpolate via linear regression” could be applied to a data-set type of “eddy flux data” and the DFG would then also indicate the type(s) of data sets that would be produced. The DFG specifies only that a process for interpolating via linear regression must be used, not which specific tool is used to execute the process. This is analogous to the way in which a cookbook provides clear instructions to chefs so that they can produce specific dishes, but does not mandate any specific cookware, implement, or brand of food. However, when the general description of the type of each data set in a DFG is associated with, or “bound to,” a specific data set and the general description of the type of each tool or process is bound to a specific tool or process, the DFG along with this *binding* information describes precisely what sequence of activities must be performed in order to produce the new resultant data sets of the types specified by the DFG.

Thus, the DFG is particularly useful to producers because it illustrates a recipe that can be used to produce new data sets. This recipe is precise enough that the DFG, along with the binding information described, can be automatically executed by a DFG interpreter (available online in SciWalker).

The DFG interpreter must send the appropriate input data sets to the appropriate tools and processes, initiate the execution of those tools and processes on those data sets, and then store and transmit the derived data sets according to the iconic description of the DFG. Now that data sets are readily accessible across the Internet, such an automatic tool, driven by an iconic representation such as a DFG, could lead to rapid scientific syntheses. But consumers of data sets produced by others must be guided by accurate metadata to avoid inappropriate uses of data sets. A particularly useful guide is the information contained in an analytic web’s second graph, the data-set derivation graph (DDG, Fig. 1B).

\(^13\) [http://laser.cs.umass.edu/tools/sciwalker.shtml]
A DDG documents the specific data sets created when a producer applies the processes defined by the DFG, using specific tools and processes on specific input data or data sets, and contains the precise details of the processes by which they were created. The DDG thus contains the detailed process metadata required to support reproduction of a given data set and seems to us to be the minimal information needed to reliably use a producer’s data set. Just as in the DFG (Fig. 1A), the DDG (Fig. 1B) uses different icons to differentiate specific instances of a given data set (clipped boxes, or nodes) from specific instances of processes used (e.g., application of a particular version of a statistical routine; clipped ovals). Each node is connected by an arrow (edge) to the data set(s) from which it was derived. Each time that a DFG is executed, a new set of instances, organized as the nodes of a DDG, is created. Each data set represented by a DDG node can then be stored independently with a unique Internet-accessible address (a URL or DOI).

Data set instances, such as those represented by DDG nodes, are the usual focus of attention and thus are the objects that are normally documented with metadata specified by EML. For example, “eddy flux data collected at the Harvard Forest on 1 June 2004 at hourly intervals” is an example of a data set that would be incorporated as a node in the DDG component of an analytic web. It is a specific instance of the type of data called “eddy flux data” that would be incorporated into the corresponding DFG component of the analytic web. Consumers who must validate the reliability of a data set, especially if they want to do so by reproducing it, require the documentation provided by the DDG, namely the specific data sets and tools that were actually used. The quantity and intricacy of this documentation is indeed considerable, but it can be produced automatically with the DFG interpreter in SciWalker. We illustrate this automation with an analytic web that organizes processes, data sets, and their associated metadata for the eddy flux data.

We emphasize that the DFG and DDG provide different kinds of information, and that both are of interest and use, both to producers and to consumers. The DDG provides the exact specific details of precisely which data sets were processed by precisely which tools in order to produce exactly which product data sets. Consumers require such specifics in order to reproduce data sets of interest, and producers need these specifics
in order to be sure that they can correctly keep track of the exact provenance of the ever-proliferating products of their research. The DDG has clear value in documenting the forward flow of computations and it also documents equally clearly a retrospective view of where various data sets came from. This seems particularly important for consumers who are perhaps curious or skeptical about results, or who might be interested in reusing a process in which one or more of the data sets or tools that had been used now differs. In this case, the DFG becomes essential, as this graph documents the types of the data sets and tools that must be used in any such substitution. If a consumer wishes to apply the process to different input data sets, or to employ different processing tools, the DFG specifies the types of such data sets and tools. Through a tool such as SciWalker, the process can be reapplied easily using these alternative data sets or tools. The DFG is also

FIG. 2. The data-flow graph (DFG) of the processes used for the analysis of the eddy covariance data and for tracking the effects of changes in the output resulting from changes in $u_{	ext{th}}^*$ (one of the selection criteria).
valuable to a producer who might want to define and explore a variant of an existing process and thus uses the original process as a blueprint for an alternative process definition. In this case, it is not just the tools and data sets that may vary, but the actual process definition itself may vary, and this change is represented in the newly defined DFG.

An analytic web for the eddy covariance data

We used SciWalker to create the DFG that formally describes our processing of eddy covariance data and estimation of carbon flux (Fig. 2; see Appendix A for an animation of how the tool was used to create the DFG). Note that this figure does not describe the specifics of generating any specific data sets. Rather, it is a description of the general process by which desired types of data sets have been, and can be, developed. The first step of the process is to combine tower data (raw data sets coming directly from a flux tower) and environmental data (readings taken directly from environmental sensors) into aggregated data. This is done by matching rows based on time and date stamps,
using a “create aggregated data” process. The DFG does not specify any particular tool or system to carry out the create aggregated data process, but rather indicates that any such tool or system that effects the needed matching could suffice.

Once the aggregated data set has been created, the DFG specifies that this intermediate data set is to be split into three parts: rejected data (in this example, all the daytime data, as our goal is a model of nighttime carbon flux), excluded data (data collected when the wind was blowing from any direction other than the southwest [i.e., $0 – 179^\circ$ E of N and $271 – 359^\circ$ E of N], and when $u^* \leq 0.4$), and selected data (all the rest). Each of these data sets results from an application of a segregate data process. Once the DFG had been built and all the bindings specified, the DFG interpreter in SciWalker can access the input data sets and tools needed for derivation of the intermediate and output data sets. It uses the DFG to specify the sequence of application of the tools, the data sets needed as their inputs, and the created output, synthesized data sets.

Concurrently SciWalker creates the DDGs (Fig. 3; see Appendix B for an animation of how the DDGs were created) describing the development of these output data sets (see Appendix C for a simplified excerpt). Unlike the DFG in Fig. 2, which describes a general process applied to general types of data sets, the DDG in Fig. 3 is a description of how to take specific data sets and apply specific tools and systems to them. In particular, we used this DDG to document the analyses we used to assess the effect of varying $u^*_*\text{thr}$ on estimates of nighttime carbon flux. We began by taking data sets collected in 2000 and 2001 in a hemlock forest in central Massachusetts (Hadley and Schedlbauer 2002) as the instances of tower data and environmental data. We used a linear regression model, with data from independently measured environmental variables (e.g., soil temperature, soil moisture), to estimate carbon flux from the environmental data and to fill in the gaps left in the total data set when we removed the excluded data (Hadley and Schedlbauer 2002). This linear regression model is an analytical process applied to the selected data. In this case, we used the “lm” function in R (version 1.9.0) for regression analysis. All of these data sets and tools are organized into DDGs that comprise a record of the statistical functions and software versions used to create the various instances of row-filled data. If the initial input data sets have been stored, and are Internet-accessible via URLs, then SciWalker can retrieve them and precisely execute the documented sequences of applications, tools, and systems. SciWalker can then capture the resulting data sets and store them wherever the user specifies, returning the URLs to facilitate access by consumers. The DFG and DDG serve as the desired process metadata.

Using SciWalker to compare instances of analyses of eddy covariance data

Different input data sets have been, and might still be, processed in this way. If each is Internet-accessible, then tools such as SciWalker could re-execute the derivation process, with each execution producing different output data sets. Fig. 3 illustrates this conceptually, using a “stacked view” to show the relationship between a data-set type in the DFG and the various data-set instances in different DDGs created by iteratively applying the DFG’s description to different input data sets. We note that the stacked view is intended to be functionally useful, in addition to being visually suggestive. A tool such as our SciWalker prototype (see footnote 13) can support the automatic access of a DDG data set through its URL by pointing to and clicking on the visual icon representing it. Thus, a data-set stack is a convenient way to gain easy access to related data sets.

Thus, in the eddy flux example, we varied the value of $u^*_*\text{thr}$ in successive applications of the DFG, and obtained a collection of output data sets and DDGs that could be depicted in this stacked fashion. Using SciWalker and clicking on the stacked icons made it easy to access the various output data sets. In doing so, we found that estimated carbon flux (the result of applying the processes “aggregate data,” “segregate data,” and “interpolate data” to the tower data and the environmental data) increased nonlinearly with the value of $u^*_*\text{thr}$. It appeared that C flux approached an asymptote, whereas the fraction of data retained decreased linearly

![Fig. 4. Estimated nighttime CO2 flux (solid circles and solid line) and the fraction of data used in the analysis (open circles and dashed line) from April to June 2001 above a central Massachusetts hemlock forest, for southwesterly winds and for different ranges of friction velocity ($u^*$) (Hadley and Schedlbauer 2002).](image-url)
with $a_{hi}$ (Fig. 4). Others have examined effects of $a_{hi}$ on estimates of carbon flux (Barford et al. 2001, Saleska et al. 2003, Hollinger et al. 2004), but neither the sets of accepted and excluded data nor the gap-filling models used in these studies are readily accessible. The SciWalker tool, and the resulting analytic webs, provide these items while simultaneously improving the ease and speed of data processing and analysis for us as data set producers. Moreover, the analytic web is a substantial improvement for consumers who would like to validate the reliability of derived results and the data sets on which they are based.

It is important to reiterate that although the DFG and DDG provide essential process metadata, descriptive metadata, such as the EML file for the eddy covariance data in data set HF103 in the Harvard Forest Data Archive (available online), are still needed to explain the origins and particulars of the tower data, the environmental data, and the interpolation model. Both process metadata and descriptive metadata are essential components of reliable data sets.

**DO WE NEED MORE THAN DFGS AND DDGS?**

While the DFG and DDG, and SciWalker, add considerable value for both producers and consumers of data sets, we are not satisfied that they go far enough in protecting consumers from misuse of data sets. To illustrate one of our concerns, note that there is nothing in the DFG specification of Fig. 2 that would prevent a careless (or malicious) consumer from mismatching selected data and excluded data sets with each other. Once a given selection criterion tool or process has been created, only the selected data and excluded data sets derived from it, and a single tower data set, should be used with each other in the subsequent evolution of the DDG. Yet the DFG simply mandates that an instance of selected data and an instance of excluded data are all that is needed to drive forward the derivation of the DDG. While this confusion may seem unlikely, we note that as scientific data processing becomes increasingly complex, the opportunities for such confusions increase. Moreover, the very ease with which users may access processes, tools, and data sets in SciWalker via a single mouse click in itself creates risks. It is desirable to constrain process execution and synthesis of data sets to those data sets for which the execution and synthesis are meaningful. We provide such constraints through the use of a third type of graph, which we refer to as a **process derivation graph** (PDG).

The PDG incorporates a stronger and broader set of semantic features that enables the producer to specify constraints for which data set and process combinations are acceptable and which are not. The PDG's stronger semantics also can specify the full range of possible activities that might need to be undertaken during data-set development, specifically including those that must happen in response to unexpected, or undesired, actions or occurrences that are unwelcome, but not unexpected (e.g., transient failures of equipment or sensors that require resorting to backup systems). A PDG is necessary because our experience has demonstrated that it is difficult to represent processes that must deal with such exceptional conditions in DFGs. Although DFGs are more visually familiar to users, PDGs are often a better basis for data-set production because of their stronger constraints on invalid combinations of input data sets, and their greater ability to deal with processes that incorporate exceptional conditions. Space does not permit a full treatment of PDGs in this paper, but Fig. 1C illustrates the iconography of a language, Little-JIL, that incorporates the desired semantic features required for a PDG. The interested reader is encouraged to learn more about this language and its features from Wise (1998) and Osterweil et al. (2005). Subsequent versions of SciWalker are expected to incorporate facilities for building and using PDGs in concert with DFGs and DDGs.

**DISCUSSION**

It is our goal that analyses and syntheses of all ecological data, including synthetic data sets, be accompanied by formal process metadata. Developing analytic webs, and a toolkit to produce them, are the first steps in that direction. An essential continuation of the work of this project will be the evaluation and evolution of both the analytic web concepts and the SciWalker prototype through application of both to a range of ecological data sets and synthetic questions. At present we have used SciWalker to create and use only a very small number of analytic webs. The results are encouraging, but point towards needed modifications and enhancements to SciWalker, including the addition of new forms of process metadata.

In particular, we intend to focus more attention upon the use of the analytic web graphs to support consumers. Much of this paper has emphasized ways in which analytic webs can be used to help producers create new scientific data sets, but we believe that there is equal value and motivation for analytic webs to be used to support consumers; for example, the specific details captured in a DDG document, the specific tools that were applied to particular data sets, and in what order the tools were applied. Although this is useful information to a consumer, there currently is no support for using this information to automatically drive the re-execution of a DFG. The DDG contains all the necessary information to replicate this execution, or some variant of this execution, but the consumer, now a producer, would need to manually enter the URLs for each data set and tool employed in the new execution. Since all this information is present in the DDG, SciWalker could provide automated support to facilitate such re-execution.
Similarly, consumers may want to create a new process definition that is similar to an existing process definition. Currently, SciWalker does not provide capabilities for deriving one process definition from another. Instead the consumer, again turned producer, would have to create a new DFG by copying and modifying an existing DFG. Software engineering approaches, such as version control and configuration management, as well as programming language approaches, such as inheritance, should provide useful capabilities to reuse of process definitions.

We are acutely aware of the fact that there are important pragmatic considerations that could interfere with the potential adoption of an analytic web approach, and we will explore the feasibility of the enhancements described above. For example, even the smallest typographical error in a URL prevents successful access to data sets or tools, and thwarts reproduction of data sets and reuse of processes. Default naming conventions must be employed to help users differentiate between different versions of data sets and processes. In addition, attempts to evaluate the use of alternative tools will require correct understandings of the capabilities of both the original tools and the proposed variants.

In addition to the enhancements described above, we intend to demonstrate that analytic web graphs can be used to determine if inappropriate or unsafe sequences of actions can be performed. For example, Oates and Jensen (1998, 1999) have shown that certain sequences of actions, such as smoothing and interpolation, can lead to statistical results that can be unreliable. Techniques used in software analysis (Dwyer et al. 2004) seem applicable to the determination of whether or not such sequences of activities might be performed during any possible execution of a scientific process. This type of analysis could be performed on a DDG to detect problems after the fact. Alternatively, when applied to a DFG or PDG, this analysis could determine if there is any potential execution that could cause such an erroneous sequence of events to occur. A PDG’s ability to capture the exceptional processing steps taken in response to unwelcome contingencies, all too common in real scientific investigation, makes it a suitable subject for rigorous determination of potential risks to validity arising from nonstandard processing activities during exception handling.

Finally, we note that an essential aspect of our future work will be to continue to compare this work to complementary approaches. Current implementations of scientific workflow structures, such as Kepler (Altintas et al. 2004a, b, Ludäscher et al. 2006), emphasize support for data-set producers, and most seem to base their support upon data-flow graphs. Kepler’s DFG structure allows for great generality and flexibility in the specification of the ways in which data sets can be moved between processing nodes, and it is especially effective in supporting the processing of streaming data, such as data produced by sensors and intended for real-time processing. Kepler also incorporates powerful features for support of consumers, such as the production of detailed textual documentation about the derivation of data sets.

But Kepler has a number of drawbacks. The DFG used in Kepler seems to complicate the representation of some iterative processing. It appears intended to provide dynamic support for producers, allowing real-time binding of processing capabilities to nodes even as the process is executing. This allows producers to deal with exceptional conditions of the kind that we addressed above. But since the precise processes followed in these exceptional cases are only documented post hoc, consumers of data sets produced in this way will not know which sequences of tools and processes have been applied in developing data sets until the data sets have actually been produced. Thus, data consumers may find that the data sets coming from a Kepler process will have varying provenances, and some may be incompatible with subsequent processing contemplated by the consumer. In contrast, an analytic web contains a PDG that supports specification of how exceptional conditions are handled, enabling analyzers to document all possible tool execution sequences so that consumers can safely plan their subsequent processing steps. Thus, the additional expressiveness of the PDG, and its potential for supporting more definitive validation of reliability, distinguishes our approach from that taken by Kepler and similar DFG-based systems.

Other systems for scientific workflow use Petri Nets (Peterson 1977) to represent scientific processes (Hoheisel et al. 2004, Zhang 2004). Petri Nets are adept at representing parallelism, and thus seem well adapted to the specification of scientific processes where more than one investigator or team will work concurrently. Petri Nets do not scale well and, like all representations of concurrent behavior, can easily introduce unintended consequences. This is another example where analysis would be useful. Petri Nets, like DFGs, have difficulty representing exception handling, whereas the PDG supports concurrency and exception handling relatively naturally.

In general, an analytic web differs from other scientific workflow systems in that it utilizes multiple graph representations, each of which sheds light on a different aspect of the process. The DDG elaborates on the provenance of each individual data set instance. The PDG is adept at capturing all of the nuances of potentially complex processes. The DFG offers a straightforward view of the process that may be intuitively appealing in its simplicity. Future research will help us to determine whether these three graphs are indeed well adapted to the clear, precise, and complete representation of scientific processes in ways that facilitate the work of both producers and consumers of ecological data.
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APPENDIX A

An animation that illustrates the construction by SciWalker of the eddy flux analytic web (Ecological Archives E087-079-A1).

APPENDIX B

An animation that illustrates the execution by SciWalker of the eddy flux analytic web (Ecological Archives E087-079-A2).

APPENDIX C

Simplified XML for the “create interpolation model” sequence of the analytic web shown in Figs. 2 and 3 (Ecological Archives E087-079-A3).